
Background Notes - RailView 10        (Compiled October 1998)

Welcome to RailView 10, whose subject is the railway scene in South Australia in 
early 1996 and early 1998. RailView 10 continues on from RailView 3, released late in 
1994, which looks at the South Australian scene in early 1994. RailView 3 looks at a 
period of time when the broad gauge was in use on the Adelaide-Melbourne line, when 
Australian National ruled the roost and National Rail was in its infancy! RailView 10 
looks at the scene at two different and significant times in the story of rail in South 
Australia (and Australia as a whole!): first of all, footage taken in early 1996 shows 
the Adelaide-Melbourne line after standardisation, but before A.N. had ceased to exist 
and before NRs had taken over N.R. services; second, scenes taken in early 1998 show 
the scene after NRs had arrived on the scene, but also after the inauguration of the 
considerable number of privately run trains between Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth 
that have so appealed to enthusiasts because of the variety of motive power used! Both 
productions also show scenes around Port Augusta and, to a lesser extent, Broken Hill. 
“Branch line” running also figures in both. Together, RailView 3 and RailView 10 give 
viewers an in-depth look at the fascinating South Australian trackside railway scene 
during the time when there were the most significant changes since diesels replaced 
steam in the 50s and 60s. 

It will prove useful to non-residents of South Australia to refer to maps of this State. 
It could also be useful to refer to a book such as Locomotives of Australia, by Leon 
Oberg, to sort out the large variety of motive power in operation in South Australia.

RailView productions are not documentaries, dealing in depth with railway orientated 
topics, but are, more simply, programmes showing train running as seen from the 
trackside. The main emphasis is on regular running.
Most freight trains and all passenger trains are shown in full. This means that some 
‘takes’ are quite long, but there have been indications from viewers that the whole train 
should be shown, unless it is a unit train. Locomotive and train numbers are given, if 
possible, sometimes with a question mark where there is some doubt. Where significant, 
and where known, gradients are indicated in the text. Within each section of the tape, 
scenes generally follow each other in chronological order. 

**************************

[Title Scene] The Adelaide-bound Overland (MA8), headed by a CLP, about 70 kms 
from Adelaide, climbing the long 1 in 45 from Callington on the eastern climb into 
the Adelaide Hills. This area is justifiably popular with photographers because of the 
sweeping curves, the big views, and, in the case of Up trains, the heavy slog. The 
elegant CLP class had largely taken over all loco hauled passenger trains by this time. 
However, their reign was not to last long!       (18.2.96)

The first part of the 1996 section of RailView 10 looks at the scene in the area around 
Adelaide, mainly in the Adelaide Hills, where sharp curves and 1 in 45 grades abound 
for both Down and Up trains, to a distance of 80 kms from Adelaide.



[1] BL33 + C501 + ST? on MP5 (Melbourne-Perth) at the same location as the 
Title Scene and on the same morning. The Silverton Tramway ST unit is one of 
a small number of either ex-SRA 48 class or ex-AN 830 class locos leased at 
the time to the National Rail Corporation for “helper” work between Adelaide 
and Tailem Bend. V/Line locos, especially the C class, were very common 
sights on National Rail Melbourne-Adelaide trains at this time.

[2] CLP8 (City of Port Augusta) on the Melbourne-bound Overland (AM8) 
climbing the 1 in 45 out of Lynton, about 11 kms from Adelaide, crosses a one 
car suburban unit.       (19.2.96)

[3] BL30 + C507 + 607 on AM5 at the same location on the same evening. 

[4] CLP17 on MA8, making its slow descent of the Adelaide Hills just below 
Eden Hills, about 13+ kms from Adelaide, crosses a Down suburban. 
(20.2.96)

[5] BL32 + C501 + 607 on MA5 slowly descending through Eden Hills on the 
same morning.

[6] C504 + C508 on MP5 coming through Mt Lofty the same day. This station, 
approx. 31 kms from Adelaide and at an altitude of approx. 500 metres, is 
actually the summit of the line through the Adelaide Hills and is a popular spot 
for photographers, especially video, because trains in both direction have to 
climb at 1 in 45. 

[7] BL + C + ST + 600 class on 1PM5 descending the 1 in 45 near Petwood, 
approx. 62 kms from Adelaide. This train came unexpectedly, as an Up train 
(MA2) was due before PM5; hence the fairly late shot. From Nairne, some 
7 kms to the north-west, to Ballyarta, 3-4 kms south-east of here, the line 
descends in a fairly narrow valley, which is not easy to get into, unless one 
does a fair bit of trespassing, which this photographer prefers not to do! 
(20.2.96)

[8] MA2 duly arrives, not long after PM5 has gone through, headed by C509 + 
BL34 + ST? 

[9] The same train is seen, later on, at Mt Lofty, the climbing now over as the train 
starts its final descent into Adelaide.

[10] Trans Adelaide Down suburban DMU leaving Lynton, on its way to Belair, 
the terminus for broad gauge operations. Adelaide is the only capital with a 
suburban train system that is not at least partly electrified. The railcars make 
heavy weather of accelerating on the 1 in 45 grades.      (20.2.96)

[11] BL31 + C502? + C508 on AM5 at the same location on the same evening. 
Even with daylight saving, it is getting too dark to capture any more interstate 
freights!



 We now move briefly to the picturesque Barossa Valley, 60+ kms north of 
Adelaide. Near Nuriootpa is the Penrice quarry, from which there is a daily 
stone train in daylight hours to Osborne, near Outer Harbour, Adelaide. Motive 
power varies, but is usually a combination of 830 and/or CK and/or 700 
classes.

[12] CK1 + 701 approach Penrice with an empty. The grade up to the quarry is steep 
(1 in 40?), but the slow speed is determined by the sharp curve rather than the 
locos’ performance.       (21.2.96)

[13] The  loaded train is on its way to Osborne and is approaching Lyndoch, a pretty 
little Barossa town, about 15 kms from Penrice.

[14] The same train a few kilometres closer to Gawler, on the outskirts of Adelaide’s 
suburban system. 

[15] The  train is now approaching Gawler station.

 The next 11 shots are in the Port Augusta area. Port Augusta, which is still a 
major rail centre, despite A.N. (which still existed in 1996) having moved most 
of its administration to Adelaide, is approx. 310 kms from Adelaide, and is 
really a gateway to the outback, and a transport crossroads. Beyond here the 
distances are great and the feeling of isolation can be strong if one ventures 
away from civilisation. East of Port Augusta a line heads north to Leigh Creek, 
from which huge loads of coal are transported to the Northern Power Station 
near Port Augusta, and a short distance west, a line goes to Whyalla, which is 
the site of an important steel producing complex. The line west to Kalgoorlie 
(1690 kms distant!) travels through scrubby flat country as it leaves Port 
Augusta, and, soon after, crosses the very tip of Spencer Gulf at a justifiably 
favourite spot for railway enthusiasts, Yorkey’s Crossing. The line then climbs 
for some kilometres away from the Gulf and disappears from sight to pursue 
its path across fairly bleak countryside, with the occasional geological feature 
attracting one’s attention. This, as will be seen from some of the views to come 
in this section, is a country of large scale vistas and immense horizons, with the 
spectacular Flinders Ranges dominating the eastern horizon.

[16] The breeze is strong as EL64? approaches Yorkey’s Crossing on 3MP7 
(Trailerail). The ELs are from the General Electric/Goninans stable, and 
provide a change from the substantially GM fleet of the then A.N.       (21.2.96)

[17] DL43 on BY4 (Brisbane-Whyalla) some kilometres from Port Augusta on 
the Whyalla line, and at a point where the Eyre Highway (to W.A.) passes 
underneath the line. It is early morning, before sunrise.       (22.2.96)

[18] The Ghan (Adelaide to Alice Springs) approaching Port Augusta from Stirling 
North and crossing Lake Knockout, just to the east of Port Augusta. At this 
time, the usual power for A.N. passenger trains was the CLP class, but on this 
occasion EL60 was heading the impressive, long train.       (22.2.96)



[19] One can really hear the “Alco” beat as the EL heads The Ghan up the grade 
from Yorkey’s Crossing. We follow the train for quite a distance as it “glints” 
into the setting sun and then becomes subdued as it passes into the shadows on 
the eastern side of the crest of the slope. 

[20] For this scene, a fairly long journey was made to Wirrapa, about 145 kms 
north-west of Port Augusta. The imposing hills make this area a popular one 
with photographers. Unfortunately, the strong wind made video photography 
difficult, and only the one shot was attempted. The train, hauled by the 
impressive combination of AN1, EL, CLF and CLP8, is 4PM5.       (23.2.96)

[21] EL and GM47 on 6YB4 about 26 kms south-west of Port Augusta, where 
the Lincoln Highway (to Whyalla and Port Lincoln) branches off from the 
Eyre Highway (to W.A.). The train is very long, but its slow progress could 
be because of some loco problem (?). It is interesting to hear the G.E./G.M. 
combination.       (23.2.96)

[22] AN3 and DL on 5MP5 snake around the sweeping curves as they approach 
Yorkey’s Crossing on the same day.

[23] 2 ELs on 4PN3 approach Yorkey’s Crossing from the west on the same day.

[24] DL36? and AN4 on an east-bound train east of Port Augusta. The identity of 
this train is not known, but it could be PM5; it was taken to show the double-
stacking and the triple-deck car carriers, which are quite impressive as they 
travel into the morning sun.       (24.2.96)

[25] EL60 on the Up Ghan, leaving Port Augusta and crossing Lake Knockout on 
the same morning.

[26] DL43 and GM43 on 6284 (Port Augusta - Adelaide?) south of Stirling North.           
(24.2.96)

[27] AN5 on 5PN3 (Perth-Newcastle) approaches Broken Hill from the west. The 
steel (products) trains at this time travelled via Broken Hill. Even though in 
NSW, this shot is included in a South Australia tape because AN operated into 
NSW as far as Broken Hill, which, in any case, is fairly close to the border. 
Broken Hill is much closer to Adelaide than Sydney, and the residents seem to 
have closer links with South Australia than with NSW.      (25.2.96)

 The next three shots were taken in the Broken Hill area on the 1st December, 1996.

[28] CLP11 + CLP17 on east-bound Indian Pacific approaching Broken Hill, at 
much the same location as [27]. The weather is hot and very windy, making 
conditions very difficult for video work.

[29] BL30 + BL28 on Port Pirie-bound ore train, a couple of kilometres west 
of [28]. The train is climbing into the Thackaringa Hills. The weather has 
deteriorated, with a heavy haze now adding to the unpleasant conditions.



[30] On the outskirts of Broken Hill, SP5, more often than not a very long train, 
heads into the sunset, hauled by an AN, EL and AN. As the end of the train 
approaches, the locos power up in the distance and we hear the couplings 
suddenly take the strain.

 We now move to the second main section of RailView 10. It is now March 
1998, and the South Australian scene, far from becoming fairly standardised 
because of the proliferation of the powerful NRs, retains its great variety 
because of the emergence of privately run trains using a wide range of motive 
power taken over by Australian Southern Railroad from A.N. when the latter 
was sold.

[31] The first train to be seen on this trip was a foretaste of good things to come: 
the five locos hauling the privately run (Patrick’s) 6MA3 near the top of Warla 
Bank (approx. 77 kms from Adelaide on the main line to Melbourne) included 
four different classes: CLF4, CLP8, GM34, 852 and GM45! The look and the 
sound of the power at the front of this train definitely required further shots, even 
though the last two locos seem  to be dead attached!      (14.3.98)       1 in 58.

[32] The same train approaching Nairne (55 kms from Adelaide), the summit of the 
long climb, substantially at 1 in 45, from Callington, some 16 kms distant.

[33] A last look at MA3 as it finishes the last climb of its journey into Mt Lofty and 
throttles off for the long 1 in 45 descent into Adelaide.

[34] NR87 + NR58 + G522 + BL27 on PM5 passing through Mt Lofty on the same day. 
National Rail’s main locos are the recent NRs, with their (albeit muffled!) Alco 
beat, plus ANs, BLs, DLs and some Gs (from V/Line) and 81s (from the S.R.A.).

[35] NR78 on 6PM7 (Trailerail) at the same location the next afternoon (15.3.98). 
The words on the back of the rear waggon of the train say it all!

[36] Trans Adelaide railcar at Eden Hills (about 14.5 kms from Adelaide) on the 
same afternoon.

[37] The exhaust sound in the distance just after the passing of the local heralded 
some interesting motive power, and sure enough, Patrick’s AM4 comes 
powering round the curve headed by CLP14, CLP17, GM34 and GM32?. This 
kind of experience makes a long trip to South Australia really worth while!

[38] NR76 on the Melbourne-bound Overland (AM8) at the same location later 
the same day. Despite being designed for passenger service, AN’s CLP class, 
with their head-end power, were sold to ASR, with Great Southern Railway, 
who took over AN’s passenger services, leasing NRs for their services. No 
doubt GSR are satisfied with the good service they are getting from their NRs 
(CLPs were becoming increasingly unreliable in the latter days of AN, with 
maintenance apparently suffering), but the sight of the elegant CLPs at the front 
of passenger trains will be missed!



[39] This shot brings us quickly, and briefly, to the main line north to Port Augusta 
at Two Wells, 43 kms from Adelaide. This area is hardly the picturesque centre 
of South Australia, and the Up Indian Pacific raises the dust as it heads towards 
Adelaide, hauled by two NRs, with an old goods platform the only place to get 
a photo from, and the sound of children playing in the neighbouring school 
playground in the background.          (17.3.98)

[40] NR77 on the Adelaide-bound Overland (MA8) in the early morning haze on 
Callington Bank, at the same location as the CLP-hauled Overland in the Title 
Scene. (18.3.98)

[41] G529 + G525 + G? at the same location on the same morning with the privately 
run (SCT) MP9. While the Gs, like the 81s, might not be as spectacular as some 
other classes visually and sound-wise, there is no denying the impact of these 
three as they slog up the long 1 in 45 with their heavy train in a stark and bleak 
landscape, finally catching the sun as they round the sweeping curve.

[42] Two NRs at the same location on the same morning with a comparatively light 
MP5. The NRs are very powerful locomotives and seem to take all grades in 
their stride.

[43] NR on MP7 (Trailerail) at the same location on the same day.

[44] CLF4 + 602 at the same location, but the next day (19.3.98), on MA3, the first 
of two Patrick’s trains to run on this day. It was good to see and hear these two 
classics, one a GM and the other an Alco, working hard on the bank. As with 
MA3 a few days earlier, it was felt appropriate to see this train again further on!

[45] MA3 again, approaching Nairne.

[46] And again, at Mt Lofty. 

[47] It is back to Callington Bank to see the second division of the Patrick’s service, 
but this time there is a disappointment, at least sound-wise: when MA2 appears 
in the distance, two classic car-body GM shapes, a CLF and a GM, are seen 
heading it. But, unfortunately, GM37? is “dead attached”, so that its lusty chant 
is not to be heard! And the wind is strong, too, affecting the shot! But, it still 
makes a good picture, and CLF1 is making its presence felt quite impressively.

 
 The next few shots are taken north of Adelaide, at first on the broad gauge, and 

then on the standard gauge, with a repeat visit to Two Wells.

[48] 838 and 843 depart Riverton (101 kms from Adelaide) with a grain train from 
Saddleworth to Adelaide. It was a pity to see the drastic downgrading that this 
former main line has suffered, with low speed limits the order of the day. The 
mind goes back to the time when 520s sped along this line with the Broken Hill 
Express!       (20.3.98)



[49] The grain train shuffles through Stockport, a derelict station attached to an 
almost deserted village. 

[50] The train approaches Roseworthy (49 kms from Adelaide), where it will pick 
up more waggons before proceeding south. The leaning telegraph poles to be 
seen as the train passes over the level crossing add to the run down atmosphere 
in this part of the former busy South Australian system. A shot of the train 
crossing the impressive Hamley Bridge was unfortunately missed, because of 
a decided lack of local geography. Even a silhouette against the morning light 
would have been good, but we were determined to find a vantage point to the 
east of the bridge, and so missed out altogether! 

[51] We move a short distance cross-country to the Barossa Valley to observe the 
Penrice stone train as it heads south near Lyndoch, but this time, unlike in 
1996, the vantage point is on the Up side of Lyndoch, to take advantage of 
the substantial grade out of town. The train this time is headed by three CKs, 
nos. 3, 4 and 5 (ex V/Line T class). The three GMs attack the grade, and even 
though the enforced low vantage point muffles their exhaust somewhat, we 
stay with them, even when the train has passed, and hear their chant as they 
power forcefully, further up the hill.

[52] Two Wells is visited again, this time because it is on the way to Port Augusta, 
and because an intrastate train, 5362, is due there at any time. The train duly 
appears, with just a handful of waggons but a mighty loco lash-up, from both 
National Rail and Australian Southern Railroad, of GM47, EL, DL? and 
DL41. It is obvious that 5362 is used to return locos to Adelaide from the north, 
to save extra movements.

 The last section of RailView 10 is set in the Port Augusta area, which has been 
described in some detail in the notes preceding Scene [16].

[53] AN4 and AN1 on 5NP2, crossing over the tip of Spencer Gulf at Yorkey’s 
Crossing. Here, even in daytime, the silence was so profound that the sound 
of the train approaching was heard long before it passed. Similarly, its sound 
could be heard long after it had disappeared, as it climbed away from the Gulf. 
From casual observation, it seems that AN class locos are often assigned to 
steel (products) trains.       (21.3.98)

[54] Going to the top of the long climb from Yorkey’s Crossing rewards the 
photographer with (i) a very extensive view towards Port Augusta and the 
Flinders Ranges, and (ii) a challenge in deciding how to compose the shot(s)! 
Trains can be seen for a good distance and make a real impact, even when 
they are far away and appear quite small, so lonely is the landscape apart from 
them! Depending on the breeze (or wind), the sound of the locos can be heard 
fairly early on, because of the quietness, especially as dusk approaches. After 
coming around a broad curve, trains continue their climb past the vantage point 
and then curve around to the right, much of the sound, apart from the wind, 
becoming muted, as the waggons move beyond the straight and into the curve, 
the train rising above the horizon, as if on the edge of the world, and then 



disappearing. Only in a couple of shots, however, do we stay with the train as 
long as that! In this shot, ALF23?, CLF5 and CLP12 are hauling SCT 6MP9. 
(21.3.98)

[55] At the same location on the same afternoon, ALF18 and ALF22 head Toll’s 7AP4.

[56] Down near the top of the Gulf at Yorkey’s Crossing, two NRs are seen snaking 
6MP5 around the sweeping curves as they forge west on the same afternoon.

[57] The line to Leigh Creek, which was formerly a part of the standard gauge 
line to Marree, from which point the 3’6’’ line went to Alice Springs, is now 
almost solely used for transporting coal to the huge Northern Power Station on 
the Port Pirie side of Port Augusta. It is difficult to obtain views of the huge 
loaded trains, as they do not leave Leigh Creek till around sunset; any delay 
can mean no shot. Trains of empties, however, are also quite a sight and sound, 
especially if you get one climbing any kind of  grade. Some 20+ kilometres 
north of Stirling North there is such a grade against Down trains, so it is here 
that we see an empty on its way to Leigh Creek. And, as good fortune would 
have it, the motive power consists of 4 GMs (46, 40, 38 and 45)! Where else 
in the world would one be able to see (and hear!) a “lash-up” of four locos of 
such a shape and vintage doing real work?       (22.3.98)

[58] CLP16, CLP13 and CLF6 are seen some kilometres south of Stirling North on 
SCT 6PM9 on the same day. The fourth, empty, waggon is doing quite a dance!

[59] At the same location on the same afternoon, CLP14 and ALF19 head Toll 1AP4 
towards Port Augusta.

[60] The same train is seen heading uphill from Yorkey’s Crossing, with a stiff and 
hot breeze making its presence heard (and felt!).

[61]  The tape ends as dusk approaches, with ALF24, ALF20 and CLP17 heading 
SCT 7MP9 up the hill and then “dropping” into the western sky. 

************************************************

The assistance of Stephen Miller in determining the loco numbers in this video is 
gratefully acknowledged. Railway personnel in the field were a great help, always 
ready with information about train running and times, as well as other details. 
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